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Abstract
We present a neural network approach to the problem of determining lot sizes under demand
uncertainty. The situation is considered in which at any decision moment the demand is given for a
small finite data horizon into the future and the lot sizes are determined on a rolling-horizon basis.
We demonstrate how a properly designed multi-layered perceptron can successfully be learned to
detect planning horizons in case of a simple lot-sizing problem with Wagner-Whitin cost structure.
We develop a two-stage decision procedure in which in the first stage the multi-layered perceptron
estimates a planning horizon within the data horizon. In the second stage a detailed plan for this
estimated planning horizon is calculated. We compare the cost performance of this procedure with
some of the well-known lot-sizing heuristics for a number of different cost and demand conditions.
The main finding is that the proposed approach is quite robust and dominates under the majority
of the conditions.

1 Introduction
Lot-sizing is concerned with the determination of production quantities (the lot sizes) in order to satisfy
demand for end product over time such that production resources are used efficiently. Research on lotsizing has been focussed by a large extend on deterministic analysis of models assuming a finite time
horizon. For an overview the reader is referred to Bahl, Ritzman & Gupta [1987] and Aggarwal & Park
[1993]. Deterministic models are based on the assumption that all problem data are given in advance.
However, this assumption is often not justified in practice, where many forms of uncertainty effect the
production process. Especially uncertainty in demand can be of great influence on the efficiency of the
lot sizes.
In practice one often has to deal with situations in which demand information comes in gradually
and where a sequence of decisions has to be made over an indefinite time horizon. In such situations it
is only for a certain small finite time horizon into the future that the demand is given. Following Chen,
Hearn & Lee [1995], the number of periods for which the demand is given is called the data horizon.
We distinguish between three approaches for lot-sizing in this kind of setting.
In a myopic approach, at any decision moment, the world is supposed to stop beyond the data
horizon and an optimization or approximation algorithm for the corresponding deterministic lot-sizing
problem is applied. lhis approximation may lead to inefficiencies and due to replanning a phenomenon
called nervousness may occur [Steel, 1975]. In some cases, when for example the data horizon is sufficiently long, optimal early decisions can be obtained and implemented. At the end of the time interval
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covered by these early decisions, the problem is solved again for the next set of decisions. Whenever
the data horizon is sufficiently long to eliminate inefficiencies from at least the first decision for that
horizon or longer horizons it is called aforecast horizon. For a recent overview of the literature involving forecast horizons, the reader is referred to Federgruen & Tzur [1994]. An introduction as well as
a survey of the early work done in this area can be found in Morton [1981].
In an explicit modeling approach, the demand process is explicitly modeled by assuming it is the
realization of a random process, possibly with unknown parameter values. These unknown parameters
may characterize for example the noise part ofthe demand process or some systematic trend and could
be estimated from historical demand data. Within such a model of the demand process, lot-sizing problems can be formulated as Markov decision problems [lljms, 1994] and can be solved as such. However, analysis in this area is usually quite complicated for relatively simple models of the underlying
random processes. Promising is the application of fuzzy optimization techniques, where a possibilistic instead of a probabilistic analysis is used [Lee, Kramer & Hwang, 1991]. In practice, the problem
is usually decomposed in an estimation part and a deterministic optimization part. In the estimation
part the thus obtained model of the demand process is used to forecast future demand values. In the
optimization part these future demand values are considered as "real" demands and are incorporated
in a deterministic lot-sizing procedure.
In a machine learning approach, one abandons from the use of an explicit model of the underlying
demand process and instead one takes a parametrized black-box or learning device and one tries to find
parameters such that the device shows a sensible input-output behavior on at least a representative set
of examples. These learning examples represent situations from the past in which lot-sizing decisions
had to be taken. The difference is that afterwards it is often possible to determine what would have
been the optimal decisions at that time.
Advantages of a myopic approach are the absence of history requirements and its straightforward
implementation. Disadvantages are a low performance and a high system nervousness, especially ifthe
data horizon is small or if variances in demand are high; see for example Blackburn & Millen [1980].
Both the explicit modeling approach and the machine learning approach do require a relevant demand
history. The former approach gives an explicit model of the underlying random processes, but is only
applicable if the nature of these processes are well understood and not subject to change. Due to its
black-box character it will be difficult to extract insights in the underlying random processes from the
model obtained by the latter approach. However, it does not require any prior understanding of these
processes.
Neural networks and more specifically multi-layered perceptrons are interesting candidates for being used as learning devices in production planning; for their generalization and interpolation abilities,
for their pattern recognition skills [Duda & Hart, 1973; Pao, 1989], for their classification capabilities
[Zwietering, 1994], and for their ability to adapt to changing circumstances.
We consider an on-line version of the dynamic lot-sizing model introduced by Wagner & Whitin
[1958]. This model arises as a subproblem in for example material requirements systems, hierarchical planning problems, and multi-item capacitated lot-sizing problems. We consider the situation in
which at any decision moment in time demand is known for a limited horizon only, and the lot sizes
are determined on a rolling-horizon basis. We develop a machine learning approach for this problem
based on multi-layered perceptrons.
When applying machine learning in general, we need to fill in the following issues:
1. a method for calculating learning examples, and
2. a suitable problem representation.
For the lot-sizing problem, the first issue consists of a way of determining optimal solutions in past
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planning situations. It turns out that the theory of planning and forecast horizons can provide such a
mechanism.
With respect to the second issue, we propagate the use of a decomposition into a deterministic and a
non-deterministic part. This decomposition must be such that the deterministic part is efficiently computable and the non-deterministic part is efficiently learnable by a multi-layered perceptron. We come
up with a two-stage decision procedure to be executed on a rolling-horizon basis. In the first stage
a multi-layered perceptron classifies the decision situation and decides upon a planning horizon. In
this stage uncertainties are taken into account. The outcome of the first stage is used as input for the
second stage, in which a detailed production plan is calculated. The proposed approach combines the
classification and pattern recognition abilities of multi-layered perceptrons with traditional deterministic analysis involving the theory of planning and forecast horizons.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The on-line lot-sizing problem is formulated
in Section 2. The deterministic finite horizon version of our model is reviewed in Section 3. Section 4
presents a forward algorithm capable of detecting minimal forecast horizons. In Section 5 we consider
a class of heuristics for the on-line lot-sizing problem. An introduction in learning and classification
with multi-layered perceptrons is given in Section 6. In Section 7 we derive a two-stage decomposition
strategy for the on-line lot-sizing problem and we choose a suitable neural network representation. The
performance of our approach is evaluated and compared with some well-known heuristics in Section 8.
Finally, we present some conclusions and discuss directions for future research.

2

Problem description

Consider the situation in which production has to be planned for a single commodity for which there
is demand during discrete time periods labeled t = I, 2, .. " Let H denote the data horizon, so at any
moment in time demand is given for H consecutive periods ahead. Demand in a certain period must
be satisfied by production during that period or by production during an earlier period. Let dt denote
the demand in period t,let Xt denote the production in period t, and let It denote the inventory position
at the end of period t. The cost function related to production in period t is denoted by Pt (·). The cost
function related to carrying inventory from period t to period t + 1 is denoted by H t (.). Without loss
of generality we assume 10 = O. Then the on-line lot-sizing problem is to find lot sizes Xl, X2, ... , that
minimize the average costs per period given by

(1)

subject to

It = It-l + Xt - d"
Xt ~ 0, It ~ 0,

1,2,

,

t = 1,2,

.

t =

In this paper we assume that the production cost Pt (.) and the inventory cost Ht (. ) are time independent
and given by
if X = 0,
0
Pt(X) = P(X) = { S + pX if 0 < X,

=

= hI, for all I

~

0,
where p denotes the production cost per unit of product, h denotes the holding cost per unit of product
per period, and S denotes the setup cost. We assume that p, h, S ~ O.
Ht(I)

H(X)
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As a consequence of the on-line character of the problem solution approaches typically operate on
a rolling-horizon basis, whereby as each period passes it is eliminated and replaced by a new period,
appended at the end of the data horizon. Since the problem horizon is infinite, the size of an instance
of this problem is unbounded. In general the limit (1) does not exist, and an optimal production policy
is not obtainable.

3

The deterministic finite horizon problem

In the deterministic n-period problem one must find lot sizes {Xt}~=l that minimize
n

2) P(Xt ) + HUt) ],

(2)

t=l
subject to

10

It

= In = 0,

(3)

= It-l +Xt-dt ,

t=1,2,

,n,

(4)

Xt 2: 0, It 2: 0,

t = 1, 2,

, n.

(5)

This is a special case of the model introduced by Wagner & Whitin [1958], who showed that the problem can be solved with an O(n2 ) shortest-path algorithm. Recently, a number of authors have developed linear-time algorithms for this special case; see Aggarwal & Park [1993], Federgruen & Tzur
[1991], and Wagelmans, Van Hoesel & Koolen [1992].
Solutions to this problem are called production plans and consist of a sequence X = (Xl, ... , Xn).
A production plan X is called feasible if it satisfies (3), (4), and (5). In a production plan X, period
t is called a production period if Xt > 0, and whenever It = 0, we say X has a regeneration point
at the end of period t. Given a production plan X, a subsequence (Xu+1' XU+2' ... , Xv) of X, with
~ u < v ~ n, is called a subplan of X, if III = Iv = and It> 0, for all t = u + 1, u + 2, ... , v-I.
Let D(u, v) = L~=11+1 dt denote the cumulative demand for periods u + 1, ... , v.
In the sequel we briefly review the algorithm due to Wagner & Whitin [1958], which is based on
the following property known as the inventory decomposition property.

°

°

Theorem 3.1. [Wagner & Whitin, 1958]. Consider an optimal feasible production plan X. Suppose
X has an regeneration point at the end ofperiod t, with 0 < t < T. Then an optimal solution can also

be obtained by independently finding solutions for the first t periods and the last T - t periods, given
~=Q

0

From 10 = In = 0 it follows that any optimal production plan can be decomposed into one or more
subplans. Given all of the regeneration points, by Theorem 3.1, the optimal production plan can be
determined by solving the subproblems between each pair of consecutive regeneration points. Unfortunately, the optimal regeneration points are not known a priori. However, if the solutions for the
subproblems are known for all possible pairs of regeneration points, then the best combination of regeneration points can be selected.
The cost of an optimal plan for the subproblem covering periods u + 1, u + 2, ... , v, given that
III = 0 = Iv, is defined by feu, v). For reasons of convenience we abbreviate f(O, t) to f(t). A
subplan (XlI+I , XlI +2, ... , Xv) of a production plan X is denoted by Xuv. Let c(u, v) denote the cost
of a minimum cost production plan for periods u + 1, ... , v, given Iu = Iv = 0 and It > for t =
u + 1, ... , v-I, i.e., c(u, v) represents the cost of an optimal subplan.
Let the regeneration points be represented in a network as nodes. Then, c(u, v) represents the cost
of traversing the arc from node u to node v. A production plan is a path from node 0 to node n, since

°
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°

10 = In = holds. Since backlogging is not permitted, the network is acyclic. Hence, the problem can
be formulated as finding the shortest path in an acyclic network, which, given the arc costs c(u, v), can
easily be solved in O(n 2 ) time using a dynamic programing approach.
Optimal plans and their corresponding subplans have the following nice properties, which allow a
straightforward calculation of the arc costs.
Theorem 3.2. [Wagner & Whitin, 1958]. There exists an optimal production plan Xfor the n-period
problem such that for all periods t = 1,2, ... , n
(i)

(ii)

It - 1 · Xt = 0, and
Xt = or Xt = DCt - 1, j), for some j, with t :'S j :'S n.

°

o

So there exists an optimal production plan that satisfies the so-called zero-inventory production property and in which the production in any production period equals the cumulative demand for an integer
number of periods. Using this result it is easy to see that the arc costs can be calculated from
v-I

L

c(u, v) = P(D(u, v)) +

H(DCt, v)).

(6)

t=[I+1

In the next section we derive a forward algorithm given an upper bound M on the length of a subplan in
an optimal production plan. Such an upper bound can be provided by the following theorem of which
the proof is omitted.
Theorem 3.3. In an optimal production plan X, all subplans XliV of X with v > u have the property

that

V-u<l--.£J+l
- hd
v

'

(7)

or, for the case when a lower bound dmin on positive demand in a period exists we have

l-dJ+
S

v - u :'S

h

.

nun

1.

(8)

o
For example when demand is integer valued the upper bound on the arc length is equal to LSI hJ + 1.
Note that such an upper bound also reduces the number of arcs to be considered in the underlying
shortest path problem.

4 A forward algorithm for the detection of planning and forecast horizons
In the present section we assume without loss of generality that production has to be planned for time
periods t = 1,2, ... , and that the initial inventory 10 is equal to zero. The problem horizon is not specified and can be infinite. The notion n-period problem refers to the deterministic finite horizon problem
defined in Section 3. Furthermore, an upper bound M is assumed on the arc length of the underlying
shortest path problem. This implies that in an optimal solution every horizon covering more than M
periods contains a regeneration point.
A period T is said to be a forecast horizon if there exists a period t :'S T such that for all instances
of K-period problems, with K 2: T, there exists an optimal solution having a regeneration point in t.
Period t is called a planning horizon for forecast horizon T.
If a forecast horizon can be found, optimal decisions for some periods can be obtained with limited
information about future demands and costs, even for problems with inCde)finite problem horizons. To
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RO), m, t := {I}, 1, 1;
S:= R(I);
whilem < Mdo

s:=snR(t+l);
jf S = 0 then

S, m:=R(t+l), 1;
while S n R(t - m + 1) =f. 0 do
S, m:= SnR(t-m+l), m+l
od
else m := m + 1 fi
t := t + 1; {S = R (t - m + 1) n ... n R(t) =f. 0}
od {m = M}

Figure 1: The forward algorithm in pseudo-code. On termination of the procedure period (t - M + 1) constitutes
a minimal forecast horizon and all periods in S are corresponding planning horizons. For reasons of convenience
we left out the code for the calculation of !(t) and R(t).
find such forecast horizons one commonly employs aforward algorithm [Morton, 1981], which solves
finite horizon problems of increasing horizon length. A stopping criterion indicates that the search
has found a forecast horizon and that the decisions within the corresponding planning horizon can be
implemented without making any inefficiencies.
Let R(u, v) be defined as the set of regeneration points included in any optimal production plan
for the finite horizon problem covering periods u + 1, u + 2, ... , v, with III = a = Iv. For reasons of
convenience we abbreviate R(O, t) to R(t). The following theorem provides a stopping criterion for
our forward algorithm.

Theorem 4.1. Period T is aforecast horizon if and only if

S :=

n

R(t) =f. 0.

(9)

Tg<T+M

Furthermore, if (9) holds, then period r is a planning horizon for forecast horizon T, for all rES.
Proof The 'only-if' -part follows directly from the definition of forecast horizon. The 'if' -part we
prove by showing that r E R(T'), for all rES and T' ~ T.
Take such an rES. The first step is to prove the results for T ~ T' < T + M, which is obvious
since rES ~ R(T'), for all T ~ T' < T + M. The second step is the induction step in which we
suppose that the result holds for all i, with T ~ i ~ T' and T' ~ T + M. Then we prove that the result
holds for T' + 1.
Let l E R(T' + 1) be a next to the last regeneration point of an optimal plan for the (T' + 1)-period
problem. Then, since M is an upper bound on the arc length, we know that 1 ~ T' + 1 - l ~ M ~
T' + 1 - M ~ l ~ T'. So I ~ T and we may apply the induction hypothesis to obtain r E R(l). By
the definition ofR(T' + 1) it is obvious that R(l) ~ R(T' + 1) and we may conclude r E R(T' + 1).
The proof of the theorem is completed by using induction to T'.
0
Using this theorem the forward algorithm follows immediately and is presented in pseudo-code in Figure 1. Note that Theorem 4.1 is not an existence proof in the sense that forecast horizons always can be
found. Therefore, the forward algorithm can not be guaranteed to end. However, whenever a forecast
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horizon horizon exists it is going to be found by the algorithm. This implies that if a forecast horizon
is found by the algorithm it will be the minimal (Le. earliest) forecast horizon [Federgruen & Tzur,
1994]. Although not very difficult to construct, situations in which no forecast horizon can be detected
are rare. In fact the forward algorithm was able to detect planning horizons for all the generated demand patterns and cost settings we considered.
The reason that we did not use the more efficient algorithm due to Federgruen & Tzur [1994] is
that, in the next section, we run the forward algorithm not only with its natural upper bound M, but
also with other (artificial) upper bounds that are typically smaller than M. We do not see how such
artificial upper bounds can be easily incorporated in their algorithm.
Finally, we want to remark that the forward algorithm can also be derived within the regeneration
set framework introduced in Lundin & Morton [1975].

5 Solving the on-line lot-sizing problem
From Theorem 3.2 we know that for the detemlinistic finite horizon problem an optimal production
plan exists that satisfies the zero-inventory production property. It is easy to see that for any instance
of the on-line lot-sizing problem there exists an optimal production plan Xl, X2,." that satisfies this
property as well. For example in the special case of a constant demand rate of D units per period there
is no demand uncertainty and this optimal plan can be obtained by setting up every n* time periods and
produce the economic order quantity

Q* = n* D = J2~S

(10)

at each setup, where n* is called the order cycle; see Silver & Peterson [1985]. However, in the general
case this optimal plan can not be determined beforehand since at any decision moment only limited
information about the instance is available. In the sequel we briefly discuss a number of well-known
heuristics that have been proposed in the literature.
In situations where the demand rate is approximately constant, using a fixed economic order quantity can also be a simple and effective way for dealing with the on-line lot-sizing problem; see for example Silver & Peterson [1985]. Then the economic order quantity is obtained by ignoring the time
variability and using the average demand rate. However, when the demand pattern varies significantly
with time, the performance of this approach becomes poor. In such situations it becomes important to
anticipate on at least the available future demand information.
As mentioned in the introduction, a common approach to establish such anticipation involves the
truncation of the on-line lot-sizing problem to a deterministic finite horizon problem. This means that a
so called rolling plan is formed by repeatedly solving the encountered deterministic H-period problem
and implementing only the first period's decision. In general this approach leads to inefficiencies, since
in fact optimal solutions to the wrong problem are calculated. A second deficiency is that, by extending
the horizon by one period, some or all of the already planned lots need to be altered. This so-called
nervousness is unwanted.
Heuristic approaches like the Silver & Meal [1973] heuristic do not exhibit the same degree of
nervousness. Furthermore, for small values of the data horizon these heuristics outperform the above
method. From the practitioner's standpoint these heuristics are often preferred for their simplicity. For
an extensive comparison of these and other heuristics in a rolling-horizon environment the reader is
referred to Baker [1977], Baker [1989], Berry [1972], Blackburn & Millen [1980], Blackburn & Millen
[1985], and Chand [1982]. From these studies it follows that non of these heuristics dominated under
all cost and demand conditions.
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5.1

Myopic heuristics

Let us consider the class oflot-sizing heuristics for the on-line lot-sizing problem with data horizon H
that generate plans which satisfy
It -1

+ Xt ::: D (t -

1, t + H - 1), for all t :::: 1.

(11)

We call such a heuristic myopic and a plan that satisfies (11) is called a myopic plan.
Define !k(u, v) to be the cost of an optimal plan for the deterministic finite horizon problem covering periods u + 1, u + 2, ... , v, with Iu = = Iv, and with the extra constraint added that for all
subplans Xuv , the length of the subplan v - u is less than or equal to k. The corresponding plan is
called k-optimal. For the algorithm this implies that only arcs with a length less than or equal to k have
to be considered. It is obvious that fi(U, v) ::: /j(u, v), for all i:::: j, since the set of solutions with arc
lengths less than or equal to j is a subset of the set of solutions with arc lengths less than or equal to
i. Furthermore, when some natural upper bound M on the arc length exists, fM(U, v) = feu, v), and
M-optimality is equivalent to optimality.
The planning and forecast horizon concept introduced in the previous section can be straightforwardly generalized in terms of k-optimality as follows. Assume without loss of generality that production has to be planned for time periods 1, 2, ... and that 10 = 0. Then period T is called a k-optimal
forecast horizon if and only if (9) holds with M = k. Furthermore, if (9) holds with M = k, then r
is called a k-optimal planning horizon, for all rES. The forward algorithm can be used to find such
k-optimal planning and forecast horizons. Note that whenever an H-optimal forecast horizon exists
for the on-line lot-sizing problem, there exists a planning horizon within the data horizon H.
It is easy to see that there exists a k-optimal plan for the n-period problem that satisfies condition
(i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.2. Condition (ii) can be strengthened to

°

Xt

=

°or X = D(t -1,
t

j), for some j, with t::: j::: min{t+ k -1, n}.

(12)

A direct consequence of this is that there exists an H-optimal myopic plan. The following theorem
shows that H-optimality is the best that can be achieved using myopic plans for the n-period problem.

Theorem 5.1. Consider afeasible myopic plan Xfor the n-period problem with minimal cost C(X),
where the minimum is taken over all possible myopic plans. Then C(X) :::: fH(n).
Proof Suppose on the contrary that C(X) < fH(n). Since X is feasible it can be decomposed in
one or more subplans. Then there must be some subplan Xl/V, with v - u > H, otherwise C(X) ::::
flI(n) holds. Consider this subplan. It must be an optimal subplan satisfying Theorem 3.2 otherwise
an alternative lower-cost myopic plan can be constructed. Therefore, Xl/V = D(ll, v) must hold, which
0
contradicts with the plan being myopic.
We briefly describe four well-known myopic heuristics that are used in the rest of this paper for comparison. Assume that we are at the beginning of the first period or any period we have to produce. Then
all heuristics choose the quantity to be produced equal to the cumulative demand for the first t periods
of the data horizon, with 1 ::: t::: H. For reasons of convenience we abbreviate the arc cost c(O, t) and
the cumulative demand D(O, t) to c(t) and D(t), respectively.
Economic order quantity (EOQ) heuristics for lot-sizing problems with time varying demand base
their production plans either on Q* or n* as defined by (10). The EOQ heuristic we consider here
selects t equal to the order cycle n* rounded to the nearest integer greater than zero. For D we take the
average demand level within the data horizon, which is recalculated every period.
The least cost per unit time (pUT) heuristic, known as Silver & Meal [1973] heuristic, selects that t
that (locally) minimizes the total cost per unit time, Le., determine t E {I, 2, ... , H} suchthatc(1)/I::::
c(2)/2:::: .. ·:::: c(t)/t and either t= Horc(t)/t < c(t+ 1)/(t+ 1).
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H
2
3
4
5
6

R= 10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

R= 10
28.64
4.83
0.00
0.00
0.00

R = 150
37.93
11.03
2.64
0.43
0.05

R=75
31.62
6.88
0.69
0.01
0.00
(b) S

R=200
6.98
0.93
0.13
0.00
0.00

= 200

(a) S

H
2
3
4
5
6

R = 150
3.74
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00

R=75
0.71
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

R=200
42.22
13.82
4.63
1.20
0.24

= 800

Table 1: Excess in percentages of H-optimal cost over optimal cost for instances with 2000 periods.

The least cost per unit product (PUP) heuristic selects that t that (locally) minimizes the total cost
per unit product, i.e., determine t E {1, 2, ... , H} such that c(1) 1D(1) ?:. c(2) 1D(2) ?:. ... ?:. c(t) 1D(t)
and either t = H or c(t)1 D(t) < c(t + 1)1 D(t + 1).
The standard myopic (STM) approach consists of solving the encountered deterministic H-period
problem and choosing t equal to the smallest first regeneration point in any optimal solution, Le., the
minimal element of R(H).

5.2

Parameter study

We investigated the performance of these heuristics for different demand and cost parameters compared
to optimal and H-optimal cost. We investigated the role of H, S, and the variability of the demand
process. In this study we used a uniform demand distribution with a mean of 100. The range R of the
uniform distribution was set equal to 10, 75, 150, and 200, respectively. Cost parameters were selected
to yield order cycles of 2 and 4 periods as determined by (l0). The holding cost was normalized at 1
and, to obtain the appropriate order cycles, the setup cost S was set equal to 200 and 800, respectively.
Finally, the data horizon H was varied from 2 up to 10 periods. For each value of R a demand sequence
was generated covering 2000 periods.
H-optimal plans were obtained by using the forward algorithm with H as upper bound. Optimal
plans were obtained by using the forward algorithm with the upper bound of Theorem 3.3. We used
the forward algorithm on a rolling-horizon basis and, to overcome end-of-horizon effects, we stopped
as soon as no forecast horizon could be detected within the remaining problem horizon or the end of
the demand sequence was reached. Furthermore, we compared average cost per period in stead of total
cost.
The excess in percentages of H -optimal cost over optimal cost are tabulated in Table 1. These
results suggest that these percentages increase with increasing Sand R. For data horizons of seven or
more periods there was no difference between optimality and H -optimality.
Since H -optimality is the best that can be achieved using a myopic heuristic we compared the
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R=75
H

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

R

STM PUT PUP EOQ
1.01 1.01
5.04 1.20
1.53 1.20
1.62 1.20
0.94 1.20
0.70 1.20
0.54 1.19
0.31 1.19
0.23 1.19

1.01
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79

1.01
1.73
1.73
1.73
1.73
1.73
1.73
1.73
1.73

= 150

STM PUT
3.88
3.26
1.34
0.54
0.23
0.11
0.07
0.02
0.02

3.88
2.89
2.54
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

R=200

PUP EOQ
3.88
10.89
11.04
11.05
11.05
11.05
10.96
10.96
10.98

3.88
6.42
7.97
7.50
8.25
7.94
8.12
8.07
7.59

STM PUT
6.80
3.32
1.07
0.43
0.16
0.09
0.01
0.02
0.01

6.80
3.69
3.22
2.85
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86

PUP EOQ
6.80
17.15
20.00
20.40
20.40
20.41
20.41
20.41
20.41

5.93
10.67
13.11
12.34
13.83
13.83
12.70
13.00
13.99

(a) S = 200

R = 150

R=75
H

STM PUT PUP EOQ

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.01
0.44
1.46
5.16
5.09
2.04
1.25
1.44
1.22

0.01
0.44
1.17
0.93
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.86
0.86

0.01
0.44
1.46
2.44
2.43
2.43
2.43
2.43
2.44

0.01
0.44
1.46
2.23
2.59
2.17
2.17
2.18
2.18

R=200

STM PUT PUP EOQ
0.20 0.20 0.20
1.65 1.65 1.65
4.94 2.00 5.43
7.62 1.56 8.50
4.80 1.33 8.88
2.50 1.37 8.93
1.36 1.37 8.93
0.92 1.37 8.93
0.64 1.37 8.92

0.20
1.65
4.46
5.35
6.91
7.55
7.41
6.36
7.37

STM PUT
0.70
2.44
6.58
8.49
4.99
2.22
0.96
0.87
0.70

0.70
2.44
2.18
2.28
2.13
2.07
2.04
1.97
1.97

PUP EOQ
0.70
2.44
7.85
12.56
14.21
14.39
14.47
14.47
14.47

0.70
2.44
5.23
9.11
10.54
12.58
11.60
11.22
11.17

(b) S = 800

Table 2: Excess in percentages over H -optimal cost of heuristics S1M, PUT, PUp, and EOQ for instances with
2000 periods solved on a rolling-horizon basis with data horizon H.
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Figure 2: Empirical cumulative densi ty of minimal forecast horizons for uniform demand with mean 100, range
R, and setup cost S.
heuristics STM, PUT, PUP, and EOQ with the cost of a H -optimal plan. The results of this comparison
are tabulated in Table 2. The numbers give an indication of the 'optimality gap' in terms of average
cost per period between particular myopic heuristics and the best that can be obtained using such a
myopic heuristic. Furthermore, these percentages show how much can be gained by using a superior
myopic heuristic. We did not report on the low variability case R = 10. As was to be expected, all
heuristics except for the STM heuristic performed H -optimal in this case; see for example [Blackburn
& Millen, 1980]. Especially when the data horizon is small and there is significant demand variability,
there is room for improvement.
5.3

Minimal forecast horizons

Recently, Federgruen & Tzur [1995] considered general dynamic lot-sizing models in the same on-line
setting: at any stage of the planning process information is available about a limited future horizon
of H periods. This horizon allows for the execution of H iterations of a forward algorithm with the
verification of whether a forecast horizon of length less than or equal to H prevails. If such a horizon
is found, optimal decisions for the early periods can be made in spite of the limited amount of future
information. If not, a horizon is chosen within the data horizon such that some worst-case upper bound
on future cost losses is minimized.
In all cases a forecast horizon is found by their algorithm within the data horizon, this approach
is identical to the STM approach, since any horizon longer than the minimal forecast horizon is also a
forecast horizon. Only in those cases that no forecast horizon is found these two approaches can differ.
How often a forecast horizon is found, depends, besides on the particular demand and cost parameters, strongly on the length of the data horizon. Their results suggest that two or more order cycles
of reliable demand information are needed for the algorithm to be able to detect planning and forecast
horizons in the majority of the considered situations.
We investigate the distribution of minimal forecast horizons for the on-line lot-sizing problem for
the same demand and cost parameters as before. In Figure 2 we plotted the empirical cumulative density of minimal forecast horizons. Each density was calculated by applying our forward algorithm to
1aoOO generated demand trajectories. A remarkable phenomenon, already mentioned in Federgruen
& Tzur [1994], is that the larger the demand variability the shorter a minimal forecast horizon can be
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expected. Furthermore, the expected length of a minimal forecast horizon increases with the length of
the order cycle as determined by the (10). For values of the data horizon smaller than approximately
two order cycles it is unlikely that forecast horizons can be detected within the data horizon.
In the remainder of this paper we investigate if neural networks and in particular multi-layered
perceptrons can be used to obtain better myopic heuristics for the on-line lot-sizing problem. Hereby
we concentrate on values of the data horizon that are smaller than approximately two order cycles.

6 Multi-layered perceptrons
In general, a neural network consists of a network of elementary nodes that are linked through weighted
connections. These nodes represent computational units, which are capable of performing a simple
computation that consists of a summation of the weighted inputs of the node, followed by the addition
of a constant called the threshold, and the application of a non-linear response function. The result of
the computation of a unit constitutes the output of the corresponding node. Subsequently, the output
of a node is used as an input for the nodes to which it is linked through an outgoing connection. For
a detailed review of the different neural network models, we refer the reader to the textbooks by Aarts
& Karst [1989], Hecht-Nielsen [1990], Hertz, Krogh & Palmer [1991], and Kosko [1992].
In a multi-layered perceptron (w..P) [Minsky & Papert, 1969] the nodes are arranged in layers,
and the connections are not allowed to cross a layer, i.e, there are connections between the inputs ofthe
network and the nodes in the first layer and between subsequent layers only. The inputs and the weights
of a MLP are in general real valued. The outputs of the nodes can also be real valued, depending on
the choice of the response function that is used. We will use the well-studied logistic function (J' : R ~
[0, 1] defined by
(J'

1
- l+e- ftx '

(x) -

(13)

where f3 denotes a temperature parameter which determines its slope.
When applying w..ps to a certain task, one has to choose the number oflayers, the number of units
per layer, and the weights such that the network performs the task accurately. These are the parameters
of the black-box to be fitted, which in general cannot be determined beforehand.
Suppose we want an MLP which represents a, possibly unknown, function F : R n ~ IR fn , and
suppose we have an MLP with n inputs and m output units completely specified apart from the weights
and the thresholds for each unit. Then, it is possible to approximate F by using a set of learning pairs
F(xCI»,
F(x C2 »,

xCI)

y(l)

x(2)

y(2)

xCN)

yCN)

=

F(x CN » ,

from which one may determine weights w and thresholds () such that the squared error criterion
N

E(w, () = L(g(w, e; x Ck» - y<k»2

(14)

k=1

is minimized, where g(w, (); x Ck » denotes the output vector of the MLP after processing input vector x Ck ). The problem of finding weights and thresholds such that E(w, () is minimized is called the
learning problem. The best-known method for descending the E(w, () surface is the backpropagation
algorithm introduced by Rumelhart, McClelland & Williams [1986].
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A learning problem is called a classification problem if the desired output vector y(k) is one of a
finite number of possibilities (classes). For classification problems, MLPs offer an alternative solution
to conventional classification techniques; see Huang & Lippmann [1988].
Although the ability of MLPs to memorize and recall data in the abovementioned way is quite impressive, the real aim is usually to obtain networks that generalize this behavior to data not included in
the learning set. MLPs have shown to be able to generalize in a wide variety of tasks; see for example
Maren, Harston & Pap [1990] and Ripley [1994].
Consider an instance of a classification problem (0, L), where 0 ~ RN denotes a set of objects,
while L denotes a set of class labels. The problem is to assign the correct class label 1 E L, given an
object x E O. Assume that we have an MLP with N inputs and ILl output units, one for each class.
Furthermore assume that we have a set of observations (x, 1) of correct object-label pairs. For an observation (x, 1) we construct a learning example as follows. The input for the MLP is equal to x and
the corresponding desired output for output unit i is taken equal 1 if i = I, and 0 otherwise.
Ruck, Rogers, Kabrisky, Oxley & Suter [1990] showed that an MLP trained with such learning
examples approximates the Bayes optimal discriminant function for both two-class and multi-class
classification problems. Furthermore, it is shown that the outputs of the :MLP after training approximate the a-posteriori probabilities; see Duda & Hart [1973] for an introduction in Bayes' theory in
pattern classification. After training an approximation of the Bayes optimal classification rule is obtained as follows: on input of an object x E 0 choose the class corresponding with the output unit with
the highest output value.
The quality of the MLP's approximation of the Bayes optimal classification rule depends on the
architecture of the network and the functional form of the underlying probability density functions.

7

Neural network representation

Using the forward algorithm developed in Section 4 we are able to determine optimal solutions in past
planning situations and we can construct learning examples. Together with a suitable learning algorithm, this completes the machinery for developing a learning approach for the on-line lot-sizing problem. However, a number of important design decisions have to be made with respect to the neural
network modeling and implementation.
As we see it, the on-line lot-sizing problem has two components. On the one hand there is a deterministic puzzle component, which concerns the detailed planning of the lot sizes. On the other hand
there is a non-deterministic component, which concerns dealing with demand uncertainty. In practical production situations these two components are often treated separately: forecasted demand is
incorporated in a deterministic planning procedure. One of the reasons we think such a separation is
important when using MLPs is our experience that neural networks are not a state-of-the-art technique
when it comes to solving complex combinatorial problems. Therefore, we are interested in finding a
decomposition of the problem into on the one hand a deterministic combinatorial problem, which is
efficiently computable by traditional techniques, like for example dynamic programming, and on the
other hand a problem in which the uncertainty is taken into account and which is efficiently learnable
by an MLP.
The idea is to train an MLP to detect H-optimal planning horizons from past examples. From the
results of Section 5 we known that there will always be an H -optimal planning horizon within the data
horizon, given that an H-optimal forecast horizon exists. Given such an H-optimal planning horizon,
H-optimal decisions can be made in spite of the limited amount of future information.
This gives rise to an approach in which the lot sizes are determined in two stages. In the first stage,
on input of the H demands within the data horizon, the MLP classifies the input vector to one of the
13
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Figure 3: Example of class overlap. The horizontal and vertical axis represent the demand in the first and the
second period of the demand trajectory, respectively.

possible H-optimal planning horizons r E {I, 2, ... , H}. In the second stage, the outcome of the first
stage is used to calculate the first period's production lot by solving fer) and finding an optimal initial
plan. TIlis decomposition is justified by the inventory decomposition property; see Theorem 3.1.
Learning examples can be constructed as follows. Start the forward algorithm with upper bound
H in some period t in demand history. Assume for the moment that the algorithm terminates returning
a minimal H -optimal forecast horizon. Then the example is constructed by taking the first H demands
as input part, and the corresponding H-optimal planning horizon as output part. An MLP trained with
such learning examples, on input of the demands within the data horizon, gives an estimate of the Hoptimal planning horizon.
Note that it is to be expected that for small values of H there exist demand continuations beyond the
data horizon that result in different H -optimal planning horizons. We call this phenomenon class overlap. To perform optimally, the MLP must for the same input give different outputs, which is impossible.
According to Bayes' theory, choosing the outcome with the highest a-posteriori probability minimizes
the percentage erroneous classification. To give an indication of the class overlap that can occur, in
Figure 3, we give an example of class overlap. TIlis figure was obtained by generating 10000 demand
trajectories from a uniform distribution with mean 100 and range R = 200. The setup cost S and the
holding cost h were taken equal to 200 and 1, respectively. For each demand trajectory d1 , d2 , ... the
2-optimal planning horizon was calculated. Figure 3 is obtained by plotting (d!, d2) according to its
corresponding planning horizon in either (a) or (b).
Furthermore, we trained a simple MLP with two inputs, two hidden units, and two output units
on these 10000 examples as described in Section 6. The behavior of the MLP after training is shown
in Figure 4. Looking at the individual class densities in Figure 3 it occurs that the MLP gives a good
approximation to a Bayes optimal classifier.

8

Performance evaluation

To investigate the performance of the MLP approach introduced in the previous section we compare it
with the heuristics and H -optimal plans, discussed in Section 5. The same uniform demand distributions were used with mean 100 and range R set to 75, 150, and 200, respectively. The holding cost was
normalized at 1 and S was fixed to 200 and 800, respectively. The data horizon H was varied from 2
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Figure 4: MLP classification in case of class overlap. The horizontal and vertical axis represent the demand in
the first and the second period of the demand trajectory, respectively.

up to 6 periods. For each value of R a demand 'history' was generated covering 10000 periods.
Training examples are generated by using the forward algorithm for the detection of H -optimal
planning and forecast horizons as described in Section 7. From each history two sets of approximately
2500 examples are generated: one for training (training set) and one for monitoring the generalization
ability of the MLP during training (test set). The rest of the demand history is used for validation.
We train 2-LPs with H input units, 0,2, ... , 14 units in the hidden layer, and H output units to
approximate the Bayes optimal classification rule as described in Section 6. The inputs to the network
are scaled between 0 and 1. The response function is taken equal to the logistic function (13) with
fJ = 1. The weights are initialized to small random values distributed uniformly within [-1, 1]. For
training we use the standard back-propagation algorithm with a learning rate of 0.1 and a momentum
term of 0.9. For a description of the backpropagation algorithm, the reader is referred to Rumelhart,
McClelland & Williams [1986]. To average out the dependency on the initial weights, for every number of hidden units, we average over 10 MLPs trained with different initial weights. The MLPs are
trained for 1000 epochs, where one epoch represents the size of the training set. Training of a MLP
with approximately 120 weights (6 inputs, 10 hidden units, and 6 output units) for 1000 epochs and a
training set size of 2500 takes approximately 30 minutes on a SUN SPARCstation 5.
After and during training of an MLP, its performance on the different sets is measured in three
different ways. The first way is to measure the percentage correct classification on these sets. The
second performance measure is the mean squared error (14). However, these two measures are not a
clear indication of the actual performance in terms of production and inventory holding costs. In the
third way, we generate a rolling plan using the trained MLP and measure its average cost per period.
A typical effect of the performance on the different sets is that for an increasing number of hidden
units, the performance on the training set increases. The performance on the test set initially increases
up to some number of hidden units. From this number on the performance on this set decreases. This
effect is called overfitting. This number of hidden units is optimal with respect to the networks generalization ability measured on the test set. Adding more units does only improve the results on the
training set.
It turns out that the MLPs trained as such are able to perform from 70 percent correct classification
in case H = 2 to more than 95 percent in case H = 6 on all sets for all tested patterns. This percentage
increase can be explained by a decreasing class overlap for increasing values of H.
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H

2
3
4
5
6

MLP
avg sd
1.11 0.00
1.11 0.04
0.69 0.04
0.44 0.03
0.28 0.03
(a) S

H

2
3
4
5
6

MLP
avg sd
2.92 0.05
1.45 0.04
0.47 0.03
0.28 0.03
0.21 0.03

STM PUT PUP EOQ
H

1.11
4.69
2.01
1.70
0.85

1.11
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.11

1.11
2.16
2.16
2.16
2.16

2
3
4
5
6

1.11
1.77
1.77
1.77
1.77

= 200, R = 75

4.25
2.64
2.33
2.35
2.37

4.25
10.25
10.42
10.43
10.44

H
2
3
4
5
6

4.25
6.50
7.76
7.31
8.15

2
3
4
5
6

MLP
avg sd
3.93 0.06
1.83 0.06
0.71 0.03
0.38 0.04
0.30 0.02

STM PUT PUP EOQ
H

5.52
3.48
1.25
0.47
0.15

5.52
4.63
3.17
2.95
2.95

0.04
0.49
1.52
5.18
5.19

0.04
0.49
1.12
0.93
0.89

0.04
0.49
1.52
2.79
2.80

0.04
0.49
1.52
2.54
2.62

MLP
avg sd
0.40 0.00
1.54 0.08
1.57 0.05
1.44 0.08
0.90 0.03

STM PUT PUP EOQ
0.40
1.38
4.26
7.63
4.99

0.40
1.38
1.99
1.86
1.64

0.40
1.38
4.76
7.83
8.28

0.40
1.38
3.87
6.03
6.69

(d) S = 800, R = 150

(c) S = 200, R = 150

H

STM PUT PUP EOQ

(b) S = 800, R = 75

STM PUT PUP EOQ
4.25
3.08
1.19
0.73
0.24

MLP
avg sd
0.04 0.00
0.49 0.00
1.07 0.03
0.91 0.05
0.66 0.02

5.52 6.22
17.21 9.97
18.73 13.39
18.90 12.90
18.90 13.03

2
3
4
5
6

MLP
avg sd
0.30 0.00
2.53 0.14
2.20 0.05
1.83 0.09
1.13 0.08

STM PUT PUP EOQ
0.30
1.96
6.60
8.58
5.00

0.30 0.30 0.30
1.96 1.96 1.96
2.53 7.64 5.86
2.42 12.77 8.28
2.26 13.86 10.26

(0 S = 800, R = 200

(e) S = 200, R = 200

Table 3: Excess in percentages over H-optimal cost. The numbers for the MLP approach represent averages
(avg) and standard deviations (sd) over 10 trained MLPs.

To validate these MLPs, we generated rolling plans for demand sequences of 4000 periods never seen
by the MLPs. To overcome end-of-horizon effects the heuristics are not forced to solve the entire horizon and average cost per period in stead oftotal cost are compared. The results are presented in Table 3,
from which we can draw the following conclusions. The heuristics PUP and EOQ are outperformed by
all other heuristics. As is already known from the literature [Blackburn & Millen, 1985], for small values of H and low demand variability, PUT outperforms STM. Our MLP approach shows an excellent
performance on all combinations of Hand R. Only in three cases out of thirty one or more of the other
heuristics performed better. With respect to the performance of the MLP heuristic as a function of R
and H, Table 3 suggests that for very small values of H (e.g. 2 and 3), the performance decreases with
increasing R. We expect that this is a consequence of an increasing amount of class overlap courses
by the increase in variance; see Figure 3. For larger values of H, for which we did not train any MLPs,
we propagate the use of STM or the method introduced by Federgruen & Tzur [1994]; see Table 2.
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Conclusion and future research

We addressed an on-line version of the Wagner & Whitin [1958] model in which at any decision moment in time the demand is known for a limited future horizon only. We developed an approach for
this problem based on the learning abilities of multi-layered perceptrons. lhis approach consists of a
two-stage decision procedure to be executed on a rolling-horizon basis. It combines the classification
and pattern recognition abilities of multi-layered perceptrons with the theory of planning and forecast
horizons.
We have compared our results with a number of well-known heuristics. The MLP approach dominated these heuristics in all cases tested. Especially the robustness of the approach with respect to the
demand structure is remarkable. A drawback of the use of MLPs is the large amount of time required
for training. However, the amount of training time could be reduced by using a more sophisticated
training algorithm than the standard backpropagation algorithm; see for example Xu, Klasa & Yuille
[1992].
Related work includes extensions of the Wagner-Whitin model treated in this paper. For example in
some earlier work Stehouwer, Aarts & Wessels [1995] we considered a lot-sizing model with overtime.
Currently we are working on a model in which stockouts are allowed. It seems that the same two-stage
approach can be applied for these more complex models as well.
We end this paper by discussing some possible future research. With respect to the validation of
the proposed approach one can think of experimenting with other demand structures such as normally
distributed demand, seasonal demand patterns, or by introducing lumpiness. Also changing demand
structures, which were not discussed in this paper, can be considered to test the adaptation abilities of
the MLP approach. An issue that is not addressed in this paper is the (minimal) number of training
examples required to obtain good generalization after training.
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